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Welcome
Welcome to the twenty-second 
PASS Newsletter. Back copies 
can be found on the PASS 
webpage: www.qmul.ac.uk/pass

In this issue
•  PASS in safe hands  

with Central Team

• New mentors off the blocks

•  PASS input to QMUL Staff 
Student Services Day

• PASS welcomes US visitors

•  Final desperate bid  
for PASS mug

• Alumni News

The PASS central team is made up 
of the student organisers, who head 
up the mentor teams in their Schools 
or departments, supported by their 
academic coordinators and Widening 
Participation. They are key agents for 
change within PASS at Queen Mary 
and meet together twice a year to plan, 
discuss ideas and, most importantly, 
share good practice and low moments 
with each other for mutual support, 
inspiration and guidance. Because of 
timetable conflicts, there are always two 

parallel meetings within the same week, 
with the same agenda at each but a 
different student-organiser Chair. This 
semester, Danielle Russo, Deputy Head 
of Widening Participation and Outreach, 
was invited to talk about publicising 
PASS, especially via Twitter. Arising 
from discussions on this, Kajal Kumar, 
student organiser for SEF PASS, took on 
the new (additional) role of PASS media 
liaison organiser and will keep in contact 
with Danielle.

PASS in safe hands with 
central team

[Left to right] Kajal (SEF), Hira (SBCS, 
chair), Niki (SBM) and Ethan (SLLF)

[Left to right, back row] Samuel (SPIR), John (SPA), Felix (SEMS); [left 
to right, centre row] Marcello (EECS), Raghad (SEMS, chair), Ishita 
(Dentistry), Michael (SMS); [left to right, front row] Mary (History), 
Maddie (English), Sophie (Drama), Safwan (Geography), Thevinth (SEF)

First PASS session of 
the year in SBCS
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Certificate Ceremony 
2017 – save the date
This year’s event will be on the 
afternoon of Wednesday 15 March.  
Invitations will be emailed to eligible 
mentors, and guests, nearer the time.

New mentors 
off the blocks
Thanks to all the new mentors for their 
engagement over the seven training 
sessions this year. Special thanks also 
to student organiser Michael Khoshdel 
(SMS) for his work as co-trainer and 
to all the student organisers who ran 
a PASS from the Inside session, some 
more than once: Raghad Alturkistani 
(SEMS), Jack Cribben (SPA), Niki 
Csandova (SBM), Hira Javaid (SBCS), 
Kajal Kumar (SEF), Mostafa Mansour 
(Dentistry), Mary Ojo (History) and 
Samuel Singler (SPIR).  We were all 
grateful to Dr Maya Mendiratta and 
her colleagues from QM Careers & 
Enterprise for showing mentors how to 
showcase their mentoring experience  
on CVs and at interviews.

PASS input to QMUL Staff 
Student Services Day
Simon Jarvis, Head of QMUL’s Disability and Dyslexia service, invited a PASS mentor 
to talk to his colleagues after hearing a presentation on PASS at the Teaching  
and Learning Open Day last January. Emma Black, SBCS PASS Student Organiser, 
2015-16, took up the invitation and recorded the experience for us:

As a student organiser, I was given the opportunity to give a short presentation at 
the Staff Student Services Day in June. I introduced the scheme to staff in the hope 
of increasing awareness across the university. This was a daunting, yet exhilarating, 
experience for myself, as I had never before presented to so many people in one 
room before. However, I am proud of myself for having done it and have increased 
confidence. Having good presentation skills is important for whichever career you 
find yourself in. 

I explained that PASS is aimed mainly at first-year students as they settle in but 
in many PASS teams, including SBCS, students in all years can join the informal 
weekly sessions to get academic and non-academic advice. In my School, topics 
have ranged from how best to remember the common amino acids and their 
structures to which academic society provides free guest speaker lectures. These 
sessions provide useful advice from students who most likely have gone through 
similar problems. It can be daunting to ask lecturers for help. New students may 
not want to seem as if they are not coping with the course or do not understand 
lecture content. In addition, some lecturers may appear inaccessible until students 
understand the system. PASS can be the next step for students to get support. 

Sessions take place in various forms. They can be of group discussions or one-
to-one help with a mentor. It is a great way for students to meet peers from other 
years, network and form new friendship groups. It is a fantastic scheme for students 
to be a part of as they gain many new skills. Mentors learn how to set-up group 
discussions, work in a team and develop interpersonal skills. It is a very rewarding 
scheme to be a part of and good to contribute to your School.

Simon expressed his appreciation for the time and care Emma had spent on  
her presentation.  PASS SBCS Academic Coordinator, Dr Caroline Brennan,  
also congratulated Emma for stepping up.



PASS welcomes 
US visitors
In May, current mentor, David Pakozdi (SEF) and 
2015-16 student organisers Krishna Halai (SPIR) 
and Ryan Hill (SPA), welcomed a visiting group 
of peer facilitators on the first-year transition and 
mentorship program at the College of Charleston, 
a four-year liberal arts and sciences university in 
Charleston, South Carolina 
The peer facilitators lead weekly Synthesis Seminars for first-year students covering 
topics related to transitioning to and engaging in the university both academically 
and socially and had a lot to share with QMUL PASS.  Mentors are friendly types 
and Ryan Hill, happily sampling QM catering, spoke for all when he said, I always 
love getting to meet new people!

Final desperate 
bid for PASS 
mug
With no other legitimate avenue 
available to her, PASS scaffolder, 
Debbie Andrews, decided that 
retirement was the only way to 
secure for herself a PASS mug 
after years of handing them out 
to others. At the time of writing, 
it has still not been received but 
her hopes rest on her successor, 
Fathea Khanum, to whom she 
wishes as much enjoyment as 
she has had, working with the 
exceptionally kind and capable 
PASS mentors of QMUL.
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Ahmed 
Al-Baiyaa, 
Dentistry 
mentor, 
2012-13 and 
organiser, 
2013-14, 
was awarded 
multiple 
prizes during 

his time as a dental student, including 
the Principal’s prize and Dean’s prize 
for outstanding achievement. He was 
also awarded the title of ‘Best Overall 
Student’ for his performance in Year 
Five and was nominated to represent 
QMUL at the University of London Gold 
Medal competition for Dentistry.  In the 
midst of all this, he still remembers PASS 
mentoring as a highlight:

Being both a PASS mentor and student 
organiser was probably one of the best 
experiences during my time in dental 
school. This did not only allow me to 
further integrate with students from all the 
different years, but also helped with my 
understanding of those topics in dentistry 
that were a bit harder to get. I believe that 
the most effective way to learn something is 
to try and explain it to another person, this 
is the best way one can check for their own 
understanding of things. The sessions felt 
like an opportunity to give back something 
in return to the great teaching that we 
received at QMUL. I enjoyed mentoring 
just as much as organising the sessions for 
other mentors to generously share some of 
their experience with the rest.

Melissa Gabriel, founder organiser 
for SEMS PASS in 2008 (mentor and 
organiser 2008-11) is still mentoring and 
is a PAL (peer assisted learning) Officer 
at the University of East Anglia where she 
is now studying medicine.  Mel sends her 
good wishes to current SEMS mentors, in 
particular.

Merott Movahedi, EECS mentor, 2008-
10 and organiser 2009-10, gives some 
careers advice to current mentors:

I’m a senior software engineer at 
CompareTheMarket, part of the Marketing 
IT team, responsible for updating and 
maintaining the content management 
system of both comparethemarket.com 
and comparethemeerkat.com.

Working as a PASS mentor and organiser 
taught me some invaluable lessons that 
paved the way to my then-future career. 
As a mentor, I learnt how to efficiently 
help others and how to effectively transfer 
my knowledge to other people. That’s 
incredibly important in one’s career, not 
just in software development but I believe 
in every industry. Without exaggeration, I 
remember PASS as the highlight of every 
job interview I attended following my 
graduation. I was a PASS organiser too, 
and that was helpful as well, but I found 
my mentorship experience more relevant, 
with more interesting stories to tell.

I’ve been lucky enough to have made 
great progress with my career in the last 
few years. In the spirit of mentorship, for 
those of you graduating soon, I’d like to 

give you one piece of career advice: be 
confident in front of the interviewers, and 
make sure that your interview resembles 
a conversation, not an interrogation. In 
other words, ask as many questions as 
you are asked. In one of my interviews, 
and at the very beginning of it, I asked 
the interviewer “what was it about my CV 
that impressed you enough to invite me 
for an interview?”. Imagine my confidence 
after hearing the answer to that question. 
So, make sure you ask questions. And In 
case you’re wondering, I did get the job. I 
learnt a lot from the book Get The Job You 
Really Want by James Caan. I found it to 
be priceless!

Good luck!

Leigh Whitlie, English mentor, 2012-13 
and senior mentor, 2013-14 continues  
to enjoy university life:

My time with English PASS really inspired 
me to want to make a difference to student 
experience. So, when I moved on from 
Queen Mary to the University of York for 
my MA, I immediately signed up to be MA 
Course Rep for the Department of English 
and Related Literature. I had the privilege 
of knowing that I was helping to contribute 
to making University a better learning 
experience for my fellow postgraduates; 
exactly the same as I felt when providing 
support to first-years at Queen Mary. At the 
end of my MA, I knew that doing a PhD 
was not for me, but I still wanted to stay in 
a Higher Education environment. I am now 
working as a Student Administrator in the 
Department of Bioengineering at Imperial 
College London, and I regularly deal with 
course administration, and student queries. 
Providing a face to face service for the 
students to help them feel at ease during 
this difficult time where they’re thrown 
into a whole new world, is by far the most 
rewarding aspect of my job. I strongly 
believe that I could not have secured this 
role without PASS, and I’m grateful that 
working as a peer mentor gave me the 
communication skills and confidence to 
help people. Taking part in PASS ended up 
doing something I never thought possible 
- it identified where I wanted to be for my 
future career. 

Alumni news

Mel after conference presentation on PASS at 
Queen Mary with Fathea, back in 2010. Inset, 
Mel today

Merott in student days



Biological and Chemical Sciences
Student organisers
Hira Javaid 
h.javaid@se14.qmul.ac.uk

Amina Moussa 
a.moussa@se15.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Caroline Brennan 
c.h.brennan@qmul.ac.uk

Business and Management
Student organiser
Nikoleta Csandova 
n.csandova@hss14.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Andromachi Athanasopoulou  - 
a.athanasopoulou@qmul.ac.uk

Dentistry
Student organisers
Ula Al-Ramadhani 
u.al-ramadhani@smd14.qmul.ac.uk

Mostafa Mansour 
m.mansour@smd14.qmul.ac.uk

Ishita Thakrar 
i.h.thakrar@smd14.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Rob Whiley - r.a.whiley@qmul.ac.uk

Drama
Student organiser
Sophie Taylor 
s.g.taylor@hss14.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Daniel Oliver - d.oliver@qmul.ac.uk

Economics and Finance 
Student organisers
Kajal Kumar 
k.kumar@hss14.qmul.ac.uk

Thevinth Sivagnanam 
t.sivagnanam@stu13.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Guglielmo Volpe 
g.volpe@qmul.ac.uk

Electronic Engineering  
and Computer Science
Student organiser
Marcello De Bernardi 
m.e.debernardi@se15.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Khalid Rajab - k.rajab@qmul.ac.uk

Engineering and Materials 
Science 
Student organisers
Raghad Alturkistani 
r.alturkistani@se14.qmul.ac.uk

Felix Cox - f.cox@se15.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Hicham Adjali 
h.adjali@qmul.ac.uk

English 
Student organiser
Maddie Hobbs 
m.hobbs@hss14.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Kirsty Rolfe 
k.rolfe@qmul.ac.uk@qmul.ac.uk

Geography 
Student organiser
Saydul Safwan Karim - s.s.karim@
hss14.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Simon Carr - s.j.carr@qmul.ac.uk

History 
Student organiser
Mary Ojo - m.t.f.ojo@hss14.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Matt Jacobsen 
m.j.jacobsen@qmul.ac.uk

Languages, Linguistics and Film
Student organisers
Lauren Anderson 
l.anderson@hss15.qmul.ac.uk

Ethan Lyon - e.j.lyon@hss14.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Kirsteen Anderson 
k.h.r.anderson@qmul.ac.uk

Mathematical Sciences
Student organiser
Michael Khoshdel 
ah09051@qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Rainer Klages - r.klages@qmul.ac.uk

Physics and Astronomy
Student organisers
Jack Cribben 
j.cribben@se13.qmul.ac.uk

John Shipman 
j.a.shipman@se14.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Jeanne Wilson Hawke 
j.r.wilson@qmul.ac.uk

Politics and International Relations
Student organiser
Samuel Singler 
s.w.singler@hss14.qmul.ac.uk

Academic coordinator
Dr Chris Phillips - c.phillips@qmul.ac.uk

Finding out more 
Anyone reading this newsletter is likely already to be involved in some way in 
PASS at Queen Mary.  However, if there is anything about which you would 
like to know more (or if you would like to contribute to the next edition of this 
newsletter), please contact:

Fathea Khanum, Peer-mentoring and Transition Coordinator (Widening 
Participation Team, Directorate of Marketing and Communications):  
f.khanum@qmul.ac.uk.  

Below is a list of the key PASS people in schools and departments.  These are 
the academic coordinators and the undergraduate student organisers, each of 
whom is a PASS mentor leading a team of mentors.  
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